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Semantic change is attested commonly in the historical development of lexicons

across the world’s languages. Extensive research has sought to characterize

regularity in semantic change, but existing studies have typically relied on manual

approaches or the analysis of a restricted set of languages. We present a

large-scale computational analysis to explore regular patterns in word meaning

change shared across many languages. We focus on two levels of analysis: (1)

regularity in directionality, which we explore by inferring the historical direction of

semantic change between a sourcemeaning and a targetmeaning; (2) regularity in

source-target mapping, which we explore by inferring the target meaning given a

sourcemeaning. We work with DatSemShift, the world’s largest public database of

semantic change that records thousands of meaning changes from over hundreds

of languages. For directionality inference, we find that concreteness explains

directionality in more than 70% of the attested cases of semantic change and is

the strongest predictor among the alternatives including frequency and valence.

For target inference, we find that a parallelogram-style analogy model based on

contextual embeddings predicts the attested source-targetmappings substantially

better than chance and similarity-based models. Clustering the meaning pairs of

semantic change reveals regular meaning shiftings between domains, such as

body parts to geological formations. Our study provides an automated approach

and large-scale evidence for multifaceted regularity in semantic change across

languages.

KEYWORDS

word meaning, historical semantics, semantic change, crosslinguistic regularity,

computational analysis

1. Introduction

Natural languages rely on a finite lexicon to express a potentially infinite range of

emerging meanings. One important consequence of this finite-infinite tension is semantic

change, where words often take on new meanings through time (Reisig, 1839; Bréal, 1897;

Stern, 1931; Bloomfield, 1933; Ullmann, 1957; Blank, 1997). For example, in English the

word face expressing “body part” at one point referred to “facial expression” later in time, and

the wordmouse extended its meaning from “rodent” to “computer mouse.” While historical

semantic changemight appear arbitrary due to random inventions and events in the world, it

is believed to involve regular processes constrained by human cognition and communication

(Sweetser, 1990; Geeraerts, 1997; Traugott and Dasher, 2001; Blank and Koch, 2013). Here
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we present a large-scale computational study to explore regular

patterns of semantic change shared across languages.

Regularity in word meaning change has been a central focus

in the study of historical semantics (Williams, 1976; Traugott

and Dasher, 2001; Hopper and Traugott, 2003), and relatedly,

discussed in the context of systematic metaphorical mapping and

analogy making in human cognition (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980;

Gentner, 1983; Gentner and Toupin, 1986; Sweetser, 1990). Here

we consider regularity in semantic change to reflect recurring

or predictable patterns in the historical shifts of word meaning,

particularly as a new target meaning is derived from an existing

source meaning over time. There may be dual motivations for

semantic change to take place in regular ways from the perspectives

of speaker and listener. From a speaker’s view, regular semantic

change might facilitate the grounding or structuring of new

meaning given existing words (Srinivasan et al., 2019), and hence

easing the process of creating and learning meaning change. From

a listener’s view, regular meaning change might facilitate the

interpretation or construal of novel meaning, provided the speaker

and listener have some shared knowledge about the world and

the situation (Clark and Clark, 1979; Traugott and Dasher, 2001).

Importantly, we believe that regularity may be manifested and

understood in different aspects in the context of semantic change

across languages.

One aspect of regularity pertains to the directionality of

semantic change, namely whether there is an asymmetry in which

meanings serve as the source or the target in historical semantic

change of words (Winter and Srinivasan, 2022). Past studies have

suggested metaphorical mapping to be a key device in structuring

semantic change (Sweetser, 1990) and that people tend to extend

words to abstract meanings by deriving those in relation to concrete

meanings (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980; Xu et al., 2017) (e.g., we

relate the abstract meaning “understand” of grasp, as in grasp an

idea, to its concrete meaning “clench,” as in grasp a cup). We

therefore expect an asymmetry in metaphoric semantic change

such that source meanings should be generally more concrete than

target meanings (Xu et al., 2017). Concreteness might not be the

only factor that determines the directionality of word meaning

change. For instance, recent work has shown that frequency, or

how often a concept is talked about or as appears in language use,

is a predictor of the directionality in meaning change alternative

to concreteness (Winter and Srinivasan, 2022). However, it is

not clearly understood how broadly factors such as concreteness

and frequency apply to predicting the directionality of semantic

change in its diverse forms which involve metaphor but also other

processes such as metonymy.

Another aspect of regularity pertains to the mapping between

source meaning and target meaning in semantic change, or how

new meanings are structured in relation to existing meanings of

a word. In particular, extensive work on polysemy has suggested

that there are systematic patterns in how different senses of a word

relate to each other [e.g., words originally denoting “animal” may

be used to express “meat (of that animal),” as in English words fish,

chicken], resulting in regular or logical polysemy (Copestake and

Briscoe, 1995; Pustejovsky, 1998; Xu et al., 2020; Khishigsuren et al.,

2022). Recent work has also shown that regular polysemy patterns

hold crosslinguistically as they are examined in a synchronic, cross-

sectional setting (Srinivasan and Rabagliati, 2015). However, it has

not been comprehensively investigated whether there is shared

regularity in source-target mapping of diachronic semantic change

across languages. It is also an open question whether and how

new mappings between a source meaning and a target meaning

can be automatically inferred in semantic change. Characterizing

these fine-grained, regular meaning mappings in semantic change

can help inform the generative processes that give rise to novel

instances of semantic change.

Our emphasis on exploring crosslinguistically shared regularity

in semantic change is related to both theoretical and computational

diachronic studies of word meaning. For instance, recent work

has explored regularity (Bowern, 2008) and taken a functional

approach in the study of grammaticalization (Hopper and

Traugott, 2003). Other work has explored typological patterns in

the lexicon (Kouteva et al., 2019; Thanasis et al., 2021) and taken

a usage-based approach to account for the processes involved in

language change (Bybee, 2015). Also related to our study is work in

computational linguistics and natural language processing that has

developed scalable methods for quantifying andmodeling semantic

change in historical text corpora (Gulordava and Baroni, 2011;

Dubossarsky et al., 2016; Frermann and Lapata, 2016; Rosenfeld

and Erk, 2018; Hu et al., 2019; Giulianelli et al., 2020; Schlechtweg

et al., 2020), detecting semantic change (Cook and Stevenson, 2010;

Sagi et al., 2011; Schlechtweg et al., 2021), and characterizing laws

and regularity of semantic change (Dubossarsky et al., 2015, 2017;

Xu and Kemp, 2015; Hamilton et al., 2016b; Luo et al., 2019; Xu

et al., 2021) although typically within a restricted set of languages.

Extending these previous studies, we analyze a large database

of historical semantic shifts recorded by linguists that include

thousands of meaning change in the form of source-target meaning

pairs. We develop automatic methods to learn regular patterns of

semantic change that are relevant to a diverse range of languages,

and our investigation helps broaden the scope of state-of-the-

art analysis in this area and creates a new set of computational

tools for understanding the typology of semantic change in the

world’s languages. To characterize regularity of semantic change in

a multifaceted way, we consider two levels of analysis to explore the

two aspects of regularity that we described (see Figures 1A, B for

illustration).

We first explore shared regularity in the directionality of

semantic change. We formulate this initial analysis in terms of the

following inference problem: given a pair of meanings attested in

historical semantic change, a source (i.e., original) meaning and a

target (i.e., later acquired) meaning, can one infer the true direction

of change (see Figure 1A)? We hypothesize that if semantic change

exhibits a strong asymmetry in which meanings serve as source or

target, there should be a high degree of regularity in the direction

in which one meaning shifts toward another.

We also explore shared regularity in the source-target mapping

of semantic change. We formulate this second analysis in terms of

the following inference problem: given a source meaning, can one

infer plausible target meanings that the source will shift toward

(see Figure 1B)? We hypothesize that if semantic change draws

on regular mechanisms for source-target mapping, there should
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FIGURE 1

Illustration of the two aspects of regularity analyzed in semantic change across languages. Meanings or senses of a word are annotated in English

words or phrases, and arrows indicate the direction of semantic change from a source meaning toward a target meaning. (A) Regularity in direction.

(B) Regularity in source-target mapping.

be high predictability in possible (future) target meanings given a

source meaning.

We formulate both of these two problems computationally,

and we evaluate our computational models against Database

of Semantic Shifts (Zalizniak et al., 2020), the world’s largest

crosslinguistic database of semantic change. To preview our

results, we find strong evidence for shared regularity both in the

directionality and source-target mapping of semantic change. We

discuss the implications and limitations of our work, and how it

synergizes with open issues and challenges for future research on

the scientific study of semantic change across languages.

2. Materials and methods

We formulate our analyzes of shared regularity in semantic

change as two inference problems: predicting directionality and

source-target mapping. We first describe the formulation of these

problems and the computational models that we develop to

make inferences about regular patterns in semantic change. We

then describe the crosslinguistic dataset that we use for model

evaluation.

2.1. Inference of directionality of semantic
change

The first problem we consider is to infer the directionality

of historical semantic change between a pair of meanings. Here

we adopt a discrete notion of meaning (concordant with the

crosslinguistic database of semantic change we analyze) and refer

to a meaning equivalently as a sense signified by a word.

We denote semantic shift from sense si to sense sj as si → sj,

when a word in some language had meaning si at some point in

time but not meaning sj, and then evolved to take onmeaning sj at a

later point in time. This process could result in meaning extension

whereby a word ends up coexpressing both si and sj, or meaning

replacement whereby sj takes over the original meaning si. Our

analysis does not focus on this distinction and treats these cases

equally as instances of semantic shift or meaning change.

Let P(si → sj) be the probability that semantic change occurs

from si to sj. We can formulate this probability via the Bayes’ rule

as follows:

P(si → sj) = P(sj|si)

∝ F(sj|si)P(si)

∝ S(si, sj)P(si). (1)

Here P(si) is the prior probability that si is a source sense,

and F(sj|si) is the likelihood function that captures the semantic

relatedness between the two senses si and sj, which we assume to

be symmetric such that S(sj, si) = S(si, sj). Using the same logic,

P(sj → si) representing probability in the inverse direction can be

formulated as follows:

P(sj → si) ∝ S(sj, si)P(sj) (2)

To infer directionality, we mask the attested historical direction

of change between a pair of senses and predict the more likely
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direction by calculating the probability ratio of the two possible

scenarios si → sj and sj → si:

r =
P(si → sj)

P(sj → si)
(3)

If r is >1, then there is a higher probability that semantic shift

was from si to sj, and vice versa. Combining Equations (1) and (2),

the probability ratio is equivalent to the ratio of prior probabilities

of the two senses being source of semantic change:

P(si → sj)

P(sj → si)
=

P(si)S(si, sj)

P(sj)S(sj, si)
=

P(si)

P(sj)
(4)

As an example, suppose that there exists a semantic shift

between the senses “rodent” and “computer mouse” and the

model is to predict which shifting direction is most likely, we

would compare the probabilities P(rodent → computer mouse)

and P(computer mouse → rodent), as follows:

P(rodent → computer mouse)

P(computer mouse → rodent)
≈

P(rodent = source)

P(computer mouse = source)

Therefore, the problem simplifies to which of the senses

“rodent” or “computer mouse” is more likely to be a source sense

in semantic shift. To operationalize this source probability, we

consider a set of hypotheses regarding the properties of source

sense inspired by existing work from the literature. Each of these

hypotheses can be taken as a predictor for directionality inference.

Following work that investigated metaphorical mapping and

asymmetry of semantic change in English (Xu et al., 2017; Winter

and Srinivasan, 2022), we postulate that a sense is likely to serve

as a source if it is more concrete, more neutral in sentiment (i.e.,

valence), or more frequent in language use. We summarize the

specific hypotheses as follows and draw further connections with

the literature:

More concrete → less concrete: Concepts that are highly

concrete may serve as representations or symbols for concepts that

are less concrete (Osgood et al., 1957; Ullmann, 1957).

Less valenced → more valenced: Concepts with a neutral

meaning may adopt a meaning with higher emotional valence

(Osgood et al., 1957; Ullmann, 1957).

More frequent → less frequent: Since concepts that are

frequently mentioned are easier for speakers to access, they might

adopt new meanings more easily than those that are rarely talked

about (Harmon and Kapatsinski, 2017).

2.1.1. Models and their operationalization
With the hypotheses described, we develop the following simple

models to predict the direction of semantic change that occurs

between senses si and sj. In each case, we take the source probability

ratio of a pair of senses in Equation (4) to be proportional to the

ratio of their values under the predictor variables in question.

• Concreteness: If the concreteness of si is higher than sj, we

predict the direction to be si → sj. Otherwise, we predict sj →

si. Here source probability is proportional to how concrete a

concept is.

• Frequency: If the frequency of si is higher than sj, we predict

the direction to be si → sj. Otherwise, we predict sj → si. Here

source probability is proportional to how frequent a concept is.

• Valence: If the valence of si is closer to neutral than sj, we

predict the direction to be si → sj. Otherwise, we predict

sj → si. Here source probability is proportional to how neutral

a concept is.

• Combined model: We also consider a logistic regression

model that combines concreteness, frequency, and valence to

predict direction. This allows us to examine whether the three

predictors contain complementary information beyond the

individual predictors alone.

Similar to work on directionality inference for semantic

change in English (Xu et al., 2017; Winter and Srinivasan, 2022),

we obtained concreteness and valence ratings of concepts from

public datasets based on large-scale psycholinguistic experiments

(Brysbaert et al., 2014; Mohammad, 2018), and frequency

information from spoken English in the Corpus of Contemporary

American English (Davies, 2010), similarly to that used in the work

by Winter and Srinivasan (2022). Following work in this tradition,

we also made two assumptions: (1) since we work with discrete

senses, we take a sense to be the English gloss that describes its

underlying conceptual meaning, and we measure the concreteness,

valence, and frequency of that concept based on the corresponding

English word(s); we therefore assume that these English words

would be sufficiently representative of meanings, which we use

to make predictions across different languages; (2) since it is

infeasible to obtain people’s judgment of concreteness, valence, or

frequency of concepts in a historical setting, we approximate these

variables with their contemporary values; we therefore assume

that, for instance, the concreteness of a concept is stable over

time. We acknowledge that these assumptions are limiting and

may not always be warranted, but we adopt them to facilitate

practically feasible and scalable analysis of semantic change in a

crosslinguistic setting.

If semantic change across languages exhibits shared regularity

in directionality, we expect the predictor variables we described to

infer or recapitulate the historically attested directions of semantic

change across languages substantially better than chance. We are

also interested in understanding whether some predictor would

dominate in directionality inference over other predictors.

2.2. Inference of source-target mapping of
semantic change

The second problem we consider goes beyond the properties

of source senses and explores shared regularity in the historical

mappings between source meaning and target meaning. Here we

ask whether given a source meaning si, one can automatically infer

the target meaning sj as attested in the historical change si → sj.

We develop two main models for this target inference problem,

described as follows.

• Similarity: We consider a similarity model that chooses the

target meaning which bears the smallest semantic distance
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from the source meaning. This model predicts that source-

target mapping in semantic change is purely based on the

semantic similarity between source meaning and emerging

meaning.We quantify semantic distance as Euclidean distance

measured in high-dimensional semantic space to be described

later.

• Analogy: We also consider an analogy model, where we

model recurring types of semantic change as parallelograms

in a high-dimensional semantic space resembling analogical

inference in word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013a,b).

Different from the similarity model where semantic distance

is measured between a single source and a single target, here

we measure semantic distance of a pair of source and target

meanings and compare that to those of the attested pairs of

source-target in semantic change. The idea is that the model

would be able to detect new shifts that are analogous to the

recurring or regular shifts already observed (e.g., over the

past). For instance, if “Mercury” shifting to “Wednesday” has

been already observed, the analogy model might infer that

“Jupiter” is likely to shift to “Thursday,” and therefore the

vector differences “Mercury” → “Wednesday” and “Jupiter”

→ “Thursday” are parallel and hence form a parallelogram-

like structure in high-dimensional space.

2.2.1. Evaluation schemes for target meaning
prediction

In principle, we can tackle the target inference problem

described by calculating the probability of all possible meanings as

candidate target sj for a given source meaning si. In practice, the

possible set of meanings can be very large, so we operationalize

this inference task by using models to choose an appropriate target

meaning from a small yet controlled pool of alternative meanings

for a given source meaning.

Consider an attested semantic shift si → sj, where sj is the

ground-truth target meaning that we want to predict. We take k

alternative senses A1, · · · ,Ak independently from the distribution

of source-target pairs d(si, sj) in a large database of semantic

change. As an example, suppose the number of alternative targets

is set to k = 4 and d(si, sj) is the uniform distribution over

all senses in a database. We construct test cases by drawing an

attested shift si → sj at random from the set of all available

shifts, and alternatives A1, . . . ,A4 at random from the set of all

senses. Suppose the ground-truth shift we want to predict target

for si → sj is from “rodent” to “computer mouse”, k = 4, and the

alternative senses A1, . . . ,Ak are “blue”, “heavy”, “strange feeling”,

and “drum.” Our model is successful on this test case if it predicts

that “computer mouse” has the highest probability of being the

target sense compared to the alternatives. In this case, the model

needs to make a choice out of five alternatives, one of which is the

ground-truth target.

We consider two schemes for constructing the alternative

pool of target candidates for evaluating our models: (1) d(si, sj)

is uniformly sampled, where a random set of alternative target

candidates is chosen from the database of si, sj pairs; (2) a semi-

random set of alternative target candidates which bear similarity to

si within some threshold. We describe these two different schemes

of constructing alternative target candidates as follows.

Random selection. Under this scheme, we select target

candidates randomly from the test set which is a random subset

of the entire dataset, distinct from the training set that we use for

model construction. We select from the test database instead of the

entire database in case any of our models would give an advantage

to senses that were already attested as a target in the train set.

Similarity-adjusted selection. Under this scheme, we select

alternative targets from the test set that are as close as possible

in similarity to the source as the actual target. In other words, we

control for semantic similarity in the pool of candidate targets. For

example, consider the source “Jupiter” and the target “Thursday,”

which have some distance in semantic space. We would select

candidate targets such as “latitude,” “molar tooth,” “place,” and

“blood,” which are all the same distance from “Jupiter” in semantic

space as “Thursday,” respectively. These potential targets might not

be similar to the ground-truth target, but it is important that they

are all near-equally similar to the source.

This similarity-based scheme for constructing the alternative

target pool would help us better differentiate whether source-target

mapping relies on merely similarity between source and a possible

target, or something beyond such as analogical inference based

on regular “types” of semantic change. If source-target mappings

exhibit regularity, we expect the analogy model to better predict

target meaning in comparison to the similarity model and chance.

2.3. Treatment of crosslinguistic data of
semantic change

To evaluate our models, we work with Database of Semantic

Shifts, abbreviated as DatSemShift (Zalizniak et al., 2020), which

is a catalog of over 20,000 realizations (or cases identified by

linguists) of semantic shifts across 1,179 languages. Each entry in

the database is a realization of a specific attested semantic shift,

and it contains information about the source and target senses

annotated in English, the direction of the shift, the source and target

languages and lexemes (which may differ in the case of language

or morphological evolution), the status of the shift (whether it

has been accepted by the database or not) and the type of shift.

There are five different types of shifts: synchronic polysemy (the

source and target words are meanings of one polysemous word),

diachronic semantic evolution (a word evolves in meaning due to

the evolution of the language), morphological derivation (the target

meaning is represented by a word that is a morphological derivative

of a word representing the source meaning), cognates (two words

have the same ancestor), and borrowing (one word was borrowed

into another language and adopted a different meaning in that

language).

For our purposes, we filtered the data to focus on unidirectional

shifts with the same language and word for both the source

and target senses, and we focused on the shifts of the types

synchronic polysemy and semantic evolution. These types include

cases in which there are no morphological processes involved

(contra derivation) and the processes happen within the same

language (contra borrowing and cognate). We do not distinguish
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between synchronic polysemy and semantic evolution since there

is practically no difference in these types for the purpose of our

analysis. We then grouped the data together so that each shift

between two senses was treated as one example of semantic shift, no

matter how many realizations were attested of the shift in different

languages. This brought us to 2,941 pairs of senses, each of which

contains a source sense and a target sense annotated in English, as

well as a number of realizations and a list of languages in which the

shift was attested.

Since senses are annotated as phrases withmultiple words (such

as “to calculate or count”), we estimated the concreteness, valence,

frequency of these senses through the following process. We split

the phrase by the word “or” (e.g., “to calculate,” “count”). We

removed function words such as “to” from the beginning of any

phrase (e.g., “calculate,” “count”), since all verbs in DatSemShift

were indicated by a leading “to.” We then matched each of the

resulting phrases to the desired variable, discarding the phrase

if it didn’t match any entry in the concreteness, valence, or

frequency datasets. We finally averaged the values of concreteness

and valence variables for each phrase and took the average of the

logarithmic frequency values because frequencies can be power-law

distributed and thus highly skewed. Here we used the averaging

method for calculating all the three predictors for simplicity and

consistency, although we acknowledge that there might be other

alternative methods.

We performed a focused inspection of the data from three

languages that the authors have expertise in: English, German,

and Spanish. We evaluated 25 random data entries from each

language. The quality of the sense pairs in each entry was found

to be high. However, we acknowledge that these three languages

are all very well documented. Accordingly, our inspection may

not necessarily speak to the quality of data from languages with

sparser historical records. This is a recurrent issue for large-

scale cross-linguistic research since data for some languages

draws from a single source, with no point of comparison being

available for quality assessment. With this in mind, the way

we analyze this dataset is tolerant to some degree of noise,

in the sense that we focus on differences in performance on

models trained on the same dataset rather than on their precise

numeric loadings.

For directionality inference, we assigned values to shifts si → sj
for each predictor in question by subtracting the value of si from

the value of sj. We then normalized these shift values by dividing

each by half of their range across all shifts. Since we discarded all

shifts where either source or target did not have an available value

for concreteness, frequency, or valence, we analyzed a reduced set

of 859 semantic change pairs. Alternative methods of assigning

values to senses that retain more data points can be found in

Supplementary material, and our results hold robustly in that more

exhaustive dataset.

To train the logistic regression model combining all the three

predictors, we reversed each of the semantic shifts with 50%

probability, and trained the models to classify whether a shift had

been reversed or not. We performed a 5-fold cross-validation and

averaged the accuracy to measure model performance.

For target inference, we embedded the senses in DatSemShift

using contextual embeddings particularly phrase-BERT (Wang

et al., 2021). This involved replacing obscure words and spellings

with common ones and removing some punctuation. More details

of data preprocessing are described in Supplementary material.

Phrase-BERT is an adapted version of the BERT model (Devlin

et al., 2019) that embeds word and phrase meanings in a

shared high-dimensional space, informed by context in natural

language use. We took this semantic space as a common

representation for operationalizing the similarity and analogy

models. Supplementary material provides details of alternative

semantic representations.

We wanted to develop and evaluate our models for predicting

how themeaning of a word would change based on a crosslinguistic

dataset of attested semantic changes. To do so, we split our dataset

randomly into a training set (80%) and a test set (20%). For each

of the sources in the test set, we selected five alternative candidate

targets from the list of targets in the test set, where one of the targets

is the ground truth. We performed this analysis five times for a

5-fold cross-validation.

3. Results

We evaluate the proposed models that infer the directionality

and source-target mapping of semantic change against DatSemShift

using data in aggregate and from individual languages that contain

at least 100 attested cases of semantic change as recorded in

the database. We first present crosslinguistic evidence for shared

regularity in directionality. We then present further evidence for

regularity in source-target mapping.

3.1. Crosslinguistic evidence for regularity
in directionality

Figure 2 summarizes the results from directionality inference

with aggregated data across languages. Overall, we observed

that concreteness alone accounts for these data with 73.6%

accuracy, which substantially exceeds the chance-level accuracy

(50%) and the accuracy of the two alternative predictors (9.9%

better than valence and 19.4% better than frequency). Importantly,

the concreteness model predicts even better than the combined

model that integrates all three predictors, suggesting that it is a

dominant factor in determining source of semantic change across

languages. Apart from these observations, valence has the next

highest accuracy, whereas frequency performs poorly having an

accuracy slightly above chance. None of the predictor variables

was perfect, and Table 1 shows examples of semantic change that

were assigned with correct and incorrect directions by each of the

variables.

To better and formally account for variability across languages,

we repeated our analysis using Generalized Linear Mixed Model

(GLMM) with the direction of the shift as a response variable,

concreteness, valence, and frequency as predictor variables for the

respective models, and language as a random effect. We used the

Python package “gpboost” for the GLMM. The results of appear

in Table 2. We observed that the covariant factors of random effects

are small. This observation further supports our hypothesis that the

trends in semantic change direction with regards to concreteness,
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FIGURE 2

Predictive accuracy of concreteness, frequency, and valence in

inferring directionality of semantic change. “Combined” refers to the

logistic regression model that combines the three variables. Dashed

line indicates chance accuracy (50%).

TABLE 1 Examples of semantic change (source meaning → target

meaning) with directions congruent and incongruent with the prediction

made under each variable.

Variable Congruent direction Incongruent
direction

Concreteness “word”→ “speech” “innocent”→ “child”

Valence “hot”→ “angry” “rich”→ “numerous”

Frequency “hard or solid”→ “obstinate” “yolk”→ “center”

TABLE 2 Results of directionality inference from generalized linear mixed

modeling with language as a random e�ect.

Variable Random
e�ects

covariance

Regression
coe�cient

Intercept

Concreteness 0.0285 −1.3041 0.0309

Valence 0.0043 5.0732 0.0292

Frequency 0.0102 −0.1072 −0.0017

frequency, and valence of the source and target words are shared

and not language-specific.

We also repeated our analysis across individual languages, and

found the trend to persist (see Figure 3): concreteness performs

the best, followed by valence. Frequency still has low accuracy

around the random baseline. There are, however, some variation in

the accuracy across languages. For instance, concreteness predicts

directionality in the Japanese dataset almost perfectly, and it has

very high accuracy for languages such as Lezgian, Tigryinya, and

Mandarin Chinese. However, concreteness predicts directionality

only slightly better than chance for Italian. This suggests that the

languages themselves have a process of semantic change either

abnormally related or abnormally unrelated to concreteness, or that

the dataset might contain biases in those languages in terms of

concrete to abstract semantic shifts. Nevertheless, the overall trend

in accuracy by language is consistent, suggesting that the factors

driving semantic change are common across languages. In fact, out

of 29 languages we examined here that have more than 100 shifts in

DatSemShift, 26 have directionality best predicted by concreteness,

and the other three have directionality best predicted by valence.

This set of results resonates with previous work on metaphoric

semantic change in English suggesting that concreteness is a

dominant factor in determining the directionality, or the source

of change (Xu et al., 2017). However, our current analysis extends

the existing finding toward regularity in semantic change in general

(not just metaphoric change) and across many languages. Our

findings support the view that there is broad-scale regularity

in the directionality of semantic change across languages: more

concrete meanings tend to serve as source of change, and historical

meaning change tends to move from concrete meanings toward

abstract ones.

3.2. Crosslinguistic evidence for regularity
in source-target mapping

Figure 4 summarizes the results from target inference

with aggregated data across languages. The gray bars indicate

predictive accuracy of the similarity and analogy models evaluated

respectively on random selections of alternative target candidates.

In each of these test cases, a source meaning is given, and models

are applied to infer its ground-truth target meaning among four

alternative candidate meanings (with chance accuracy being 20%).

The black bars indicate the same except on similarity-adjusted

selections of alternative target candidates.

For the randomly selected targets, both similarity and analogy

models performed well above the chance level. This observation

indicates that the similarity between source and target is an

important factor in determining the appropriateness of semantic

shift between a pair of meanings. However, this finding is not that

surprising, since from the similarity-model point of view, a target

meaning that is most similar to the source meaning is most likely

to be chosen among the random alternatives, since we know that

semantic change is not arbitrary and often relies on relatedness of

senses. From the analogy-model point of view, a potential semantic

change between a source and a target that are very similar—that

is, a shift that moves a short distance in semantic space—is going

to be relatively close to other short-distance shifts in the training

set (i.e., meaning pairs that the model has been exposed to as past

observations). But a potential shift that moves a long distance in

semantic space is more likely to be in a sparse area of the train

dataset. In this respect, the analogy model would likely choose

a target that is similar to the source – that is, the same target

that the similarity model is choosing. Therefore, this initial set of

observations shows that similarity matters in semantic change, but

it does not tease apart the difference in predictive power of the

similarity model and the analogy model.

For the similarity-adjusted targets, it is clear that the similarity

model is incompetent in choosing the ground-truth target among

alternative targets that are semantically similar to the source

meaning in question, and in fact, this model performs even worse

than chance. This result is due to the fact that not all cases of

semantic change necessarily involve a shift to the most similar

meaning possible. The similarity model, however, always favors
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FIGURE 3

Predictive accuracy of concreteness, frequency, and valence in inferring directionality of semantic change for each individual language with at least

100 samples. Dashed line indicates chance accuracy (50%).

FIGURE 4

Predictive accuracy of the analogy model and the similarity model in

inferring target meanings of semantic change. Models are evaluated

based on randomly chosen and similarity-adjusted target

candidates. The dashed line indicates chance accuracy (20%).

a target that bears high similarity with the source meaning, and

thus assumes the target must be maximally similar to the source

among the set of alternatives (which may not be true). In contrast,

the analogy model performs well above chance and almost triples

the accuracy of the similarity model by correctly identifying the

target 38% of the time. This result suggests that semantic change

relies on not just similarity between meaning, but recurring or

regular meaning shifting strategies. In our case, the analogy model

identifies parallel semantic shifts in the training set to be relatable

to those in the test set, and is therefore able to generalize to

novel instances of semantic change beyond those observed in the

training set (note that there is no overlapping or duplicated cases of

semantic change between the training and test sets).

To understand how robustly these results hold across

languages, we repeated target inference in all individual languages

with at least 100 attested semantic shifts. We trained the model

on the set of all shifts that did not occur in a particular language,

and tested the model on the shifts that did occur in that language.

Figure 5 summarizes these results which confirm our findings at the

aggregate level: the analogy model dominates in predicting source-

target mappings in each of these languages. These findings provide

comprehensive evidence that there are shared regular patterns

in source-target mappings in historical semantic change across

languages.

3.2.1. Visualization of regular mappings in
semantic change

To better understand the regular patterns of source-target

mapping in semantic change, we performed a qualitative

interpretive analysis that visualizes the “types” of semantic change.

To do so, we first embedded each attested semantic change using

the vector difference between target and source embeddings via

phrase-BERT. We then applied Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)

to group these shift embeddings into clusters. Since GMM is a

soft clustering algorithm, it assigns a probability to each shift for

being in each cluster. However, in practice, we observed that the

majority of cases were assigned a high probability (>0.95) of being

in one cluster and a low probability (<0.05) for the other clusters.

We therefore visualized the resulting clusters as hard clusters and

assigned each shift to the cluster for which it had the highest

probability.

To facilitate effective visualization, we chose GMM to estimate

50 clusters to balance between interpretability and diversity.

Figure 6 shows a subset of three clusters, in which we found

both the set of source senses and the set of target senses to have

clear interpretation. Most of these clusters are for noun senses,

as shown by the green and blue clusters. The red cluster shows

some variability where both its source and target senses are mainly

verbs. Interestingly we observed that the shifts in this cluster

are pejorative, with a clear drop in valence (e.g., from neutral

to negative sentiment). Within each cluster, we observed regular

patterns of meaning shift from one domain to another, such as

meanings to do with body part shifting toward meanings to do with
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FIGURE 5

Predictive accuracy of the analogy model and the similarity model in inferring target meanings of semantic change for each individual language with

at least 100 samples. The models are evaluated with the similarity-adjusted target candidates. Dashed line indicates chance accuracy (20%).

FIGURE 6

Example clusters of semantic change in dimension-reduced principal components space. Clusters are obtained via a Gaussian mixture model and

illustrate regular domain-domain mappings, where attested samples of semantic shift (source meaning → target meaning) are annotated.

geological formation, and meanings to do with everyday actions

shifting toward meanings to do with politically destructive actions.

Our findings are consistent with existing crosslinguistic work

on polysemy, where there are regular patterns in how word relate

and express different meanings (Srinivasan and Rabagliati, 2015).

However, our current analysis extends this line of research from a

synchronic setting to a diachronic view and across many different

languages. Our findings underscore the importance of analogical

inference in the recurring patterns of historical semantic change

across languages, where source-target mapping not only depends

on the similarity between source and target themselves, but also

on the similarity of a higher order that creates a novel pairing of

source-target meanings based on its relations to the existing or

attested pairings in semantic change.

4. Discussion and conclusion

We have presented a large-scale computational analysis of

shared regular patterns in semantic change. Our analysis reveals

that regularity in semantic change is not only multifaceted but also

a shared property across many different languages.
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We evaluated the roles of concreteness, valence, and frequency

in predicting the direction of semantic change and identified

concreteness as the most accurate predictor. This finding is

consistent with earlier work from Xu et al. (2017) suggesting that

a parsimonious set of variables can account for the directionality

in metaphoric meaning change, but it extends the existing

findings by explaining regular directions of semantic change

beyond metaphoric change, and by considering semantic change

in languages other than English. Our current finding holds

broadly across the wide range of attested semantic shifts and

crosslinguistically: in fact, we found concreteness to be the best

predictor for directionality in 90% of the languages with more than

100 data points in DatSemShift. Our finding about directionality

can be taken as evidence for common principles shared across

languages, but it also naturally leads to questions regarding the

crosslinguistic typology or variation in semantic change. One

possible direction for future research is to characterize where

languages differ in the patterns of semantic change, and therefore

understand what might give rise to this variation. It is possible that

culture-specific factors, such as history, religion, or technological

innovation, and language-specific factors, such as vocabulary or

syntax, might jointly contribute to semantic change (Hamilton

et al., 2016a). Understanding how these factors interact and give rise

to crosslinguistic variation in semantic change can be an important

and fruitful avenue.

Apart from directionality, we also evaluated the degree of

regularity in source-target mappings of semantic change.We found

that similarity is a good predictor for inferring target sense of

a semantic change, but when controlling explicitly for similarity,

the analogy model that takes into account high-order similarity

of source-target pairings performs much better than chance and

the similarity model. Our results extend synchronic, cross-sectional

findings from Srinivasan and Rabagliati (2015) suggesting that

regular patterns of English polysemy exist in other languages

toward a diachronic setting. Furthermore, through fine-grained

target inference we also demonstrated how analogy may play a

crucial role in shaping regular source-target mappings in historical

semantic change across languages.

Our work has important implications to cognitive and

computational approaches to characterizing semantic change.

Separate lines of research ranging from cognitive science to

computational linguistics have presented the converging view that

word meaning often changes in incremental as opposed to abrupt

ways (Frermann and Lapata, 2016; Bamler and Mandt, 2017;

Ramiro et al., 2018). This incremental, gradual way of meaning

change is typically captured by temporally smooth models that

account for small changes in meaning space over time (Frermann

and Lapata, 2016; Bamler and Mandt, 2017), or semantic chaining

models that postulate new meanings to emerge by linking to

existing meanings that are highly semantically similar (Xu et al.,

2016; Ramiro et al., 2018; Habibi et al., 2020). Our current

analysis paints a more complex picture of semantic change by

suggesting that incremental or similarity-based processes alone are

not sufficient to account for the diverse range of attested cases

of semantic change. However, it is likely that semantic change

relies on a combination of cognitive mechanisms that identify

both surface similarity and structural (or analogy-based) similarity

(Gentner, 1983) in meaning space. A fundamental challenge for

future research is how to integrate these different kinds of processes

in a coherent formal framework for generating the diverse range of

semantic changes across languages.

We have restricted our current analysis of semantic

change within individual words, and we acknowledge that

this semasiological approach might not be fully representative

of the onomasiological aspects of meaning change. In reality,

meaning change results from a lexical competition process where

words in the lexicon compete to express an emerging meaning

(e.g., see work on chaining that formulates lexical competition as

models of categorization as in Xu et al., 2016 and Habibi et al.,

2020). Understanding these competing dynamics at the scale of

the lexicon across languages may be challenging, since tracking the

space of possible alternative lexical items can be infeasible due to

its size but also the sparsity of crosslinguistic diachronic data. This

is also complicated by the fact that multiple cognitive mechanisms

(e.g., metaphor, metonymy) might be at work in the historical

development of semantic change.

Our computational approach also differs substantially from

a large body of work in natural language processing that uses

historical corpora as a primary medium for investigating semantic

change. It is an open issue how the regular patterns identified

here with discrete word senses may be leveraged to develop novel

algorithms for the automated inference and generation of semantic

change in naturalistic settings.

In summary, we have offered an automated approach and a

comprehensive evaluation of multifaceted regularity in semantic

change across languages. We believe that our study paves the way

for diversifying the scientific inquiry into semantic change beyond

individual or a restricted set of languages. In doing so, we also

hope that it will serve as an important stepping stone for fostering

synergistic research across disciplines toward understanding the

time-varying nature of the human lexicon.
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